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Between A Thought And An Action

Graphical Objects

For multiple vocalists

There are a number of recurring graphical figures throughout the work. Suggested interpretations of
these symbols are provided here. The score is intended to be read from left to right, however a
hierarchy of simultaneity from top to bottom is not. Not all sound events can be performed on a given
page. In many cases there are multiple paths a performer can take through the material; the performer
should find the path that makes the most sense to them.
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Program Note
I’ve always appreciated graphic notation for it’s ability to provide a medium for expression that is at
once concrete and real, yet interpretive. Musical graphic notation is the most flexible tool with which to
realise a subtly and interpretation of material that the visual arts takes for granted, operating in the
same space that we find the linguistic techniques of metaphors, smilies and idioms. However, these
realisations much necessarily take place in the world of sound, and as such the graphic is realised
between the way we interpret a visual relationship and the way we embody that relationship in action.

General Notes
Duration: The duration of the work is indeterminate and is left up to the ensemble to decide how much
time should be given to different figures.
Performers: Between A Thought And An Action was written to be performed by any number of
vocalists. A minimum of eight performers is recommended to ensure the more resonant passages of
harmonic material can be realised easily.
The score consists of visual graphical representations of musical relationships. These graphics are not
an invitation to improvise, rather should be interpreted and mediated by the ensemble with an ear to
how the group as a whole is interacting with these materials. Some instructions as to what different
shapes suggest are provided, however as long as a performance is built upon these intentions any
realisation of this graphic work is valid, provided it is approached in an honest and thoughtful way.
Parts: The score is not provided in a SATB format, rather pitch materials, where provided, are written in
either treble, alto or bass clef. Any of these pitch materials can be read by any part where it fits within
the performers vocal range. ie: an alto voice can also perform material in treble clef where possible, a
bass or tenor can sing an alto clef note where possible using falsetto, etc…
Performance: Performers should realise the work in a manner best suiting the acoustics of the
performance space. If the performance is to take place in a highly reverberant space, performers
should spread out to occupy as much space as possible. If the performance is to take place in a more
conventional performance space then performers should occupy the stage as they see fit. A conductor
or coordinator can be used if necessary.
At the request of the ensemble, audio pitch cues can be provided by the composer. These are audio
recordings of the various pitch material that can be loaded on to a portable music device - ipod, iphone,
etc… - which can be played back by individual performers on stage with the use of earbud headphones
to assist with realising pitch. The use of amplification and pre-recording of sections of performance is
permitted.

Straight lines: Straight lines come in two forms, thick and thin. Thick, straight lines generally indicate a
root pitch or sound event upon which all other events are built on, or depart from. Thin lines shape the
characteristic of this root, and provide a suggestion of difference or evolution over time.
Dotted lines: Dotted lines are used to illustrate, define, guide, and direct the momentum of a sound.
Contextually they can indicate a range of possible events that can follow on from one another, or
provide clarity for the temporal coordination of events.
Curved lines: Curved lines indicate a departure or gradated variation to an original sound event. The
significance of the deviation is proportional to the degree of variation embarked upon by other lines in
the graphic.
Staves/Pitches: Pitch material is provided in various points in the score as staves encapsulated in
circles. Pitch materials should be realised and navigated between in accordance to the graphical
context in which they are presented. Staves which include multiple notes should not necessarily need
to be interpreted as chords, but rather as pitch possibilities for individual performers. It is expected that
not all pitch events will be performer in a given performance.
Orbits: Orbits are hollow rings that connect or encapsulate sound events or pitch collections. Orbits
are connected to the idea of resonance and stability, and indicate that sound events should sound
together to create a resonant object.
Circles: Circles (denoted as black dots) indicate a corruption to the sound event. In the case that
events are connected by a circle, the performer can transition between these two sound events via this
corruption.
Triangles: Triangles indicate pointed, timbral variations to the original sound event.
Squares: Indicate abrupt cuts to, or silence inserted into, the original sound event.
Intersections: The intersection of a graphical object is of significance, and should be embellished
depending on the severity of the intersection. Attention should be paid at the angle at which events
intersect with one another in the interpretation of timbre, duration, transition, and deviation.
Rhythmic-looking Figures (pg 3, 5, 6): Figures that bear a resemblance to traditional notation are not
intended to be realised as rhythmic figures, but should be realised proportionally with respect to
interruptions to a number of thick, straight lines. Phrases that split from the original line indicate a
complex verticality of sound realised by multiple performers. Performers should create subgroups
within the ensemble in order to realise these individual figures. These figures can take place either as
isolated events, or during the performance of other material by the rest of the ensemble.
Thick Curved Shapes (pg 5): These thick, curved shapes that occur in conjunction with the numerous
rhythmic-looking figures that appear on this page are intended to instruct physical manifestations and
movements of the mouth and tongue while performing pitch material.

